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First let's talk about what the NFT market actually is. Unlike buying bonds, 
equities, real estate, or actual art you're not buying something with any 
tangible existence, rights or utility. You're buying an expensive entry in 
someone else's database. (2/)
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There is one comparable market to NFTs: The Star Naming Market.

Back in the 90s some entrepreneurs found you could convince the public to 
buy "rights" to name yet-unnamed stars after their loved ones by selling 
entries in an unofficial register.

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internati…
(3/)

en.wikipedia.org
International Star Registry - Wikipedia
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You'd buy the "rights" to a name the star and they'd send you a piece of 
paper claiming that you were now the owner of said star. Nothing was 
actually done in this transaction, you simply paid someone to update a 
register about a ball of plasma millions of light years away. (4/)
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Thing with star registries is they're not unique and don't actually convey 
ownership. The entire grift is in convincing other people that it has meaning. 
The value of naming is a star is precisely how much bullshit your loved one 
is willing to buy in this enterprise (5/)
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In addition to the 'International Star Registry' several other 'registrar chains' 
popped up claiming to offer the same service. NameAStar, 
StarNamingGifts, Star Name Registry etc. All claiming to offer the same 
service with an equally alleged authoritative registrar. (6/)
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NFTs are the evolution of this grift in a more convoluted form. Instead of 
allegedly buying a star, you're allegedly buying a JPEG from an artist. Except
you're not buying the image, you're buying a digitally signed URL to the 
image. (7/)
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